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ABSTRACT

The statistical properties and skill in predictions of objectively identified and tracked cyclonic features

(frontal waves and cyclones) are examined in the 15-day version of the Met Office Global and Regional

Ensemble Prediction System (MOGREPS-15). The number density of cyclonic features is found to decline

with increasing lead time, with analysis fields containing weak features that are not sustained past the first day

of the forecast. This loss of cyclonic features is associated with a decline in area-averaged enstrophy with

increasing lead time. Both feature number density and area-averaged enstrophy saturate by around 7 days

into the forecast. It is found that the feature number density and area-averaged enstrophy of forecasts pro-

duced using model versions that include stochastic energy backscatter saturate at higher values than forecasts

producedwithout stochastic physics. The ability ofMOGREPS-15 to predict the locations of cyclonic features

of different strengths is evaluated at different spatial scales by examining the Brier skill (relative to the

analysis climatology) of strike probability forecasts: the probability that a cyclonic feature center is located

within a specified radius. The radius at which skill is maximized increases with lead time from 650 km at 12 h to

950 km at 7 days. The skill is greatest for the most intense features. Forecast skill remains above zero at these

scales out to 14 days for the most intense cyclonic features, but only out to 8 days when all features are

included irrespective of intensity.

1. Introduction

Ensemble forecasting aims to characterize forecast

uncertainty associated with the growth of small un-

certainties in the initial conditions of the forecast

(Molteni et al. 1996). A natural interpretation of an

ensemble forecasting system is as an estimator of the

probability of occurrence of future weather events of

interest (Leith 1974); for example, in the case of flood

prediction, what is the chance of rainfall accumulation

exceeding a particular critical threshold value in a given

catchment? However, what is meant by future weather

events of interest is highly dependent on the end user.

This makes the identification of key predictands to be

used in the assessment of forecast skill an important

challenge (Morss et al. 2008). One rational choice may

be to consider that in the extratropics the occurrence of

significant weather such as intense rainfall or high winds

is often associated with the development and passage of

cyclonic weather systems (Bengtsson et al. 2005;

Hawcroft et al. 2012). Therefore, the skill in predicting

the location and intensity of these systems is of partic-

ular importance, their representation in models having

implications for both weather and climate (Zappa

et al. 2013).
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A relatively recent development in the prediction of

extratropical weather systems has been the application

of objective identification and tracking of cyclonic

features to global ensemble forecasting systems. In

particular the methodology of Hewson and Titley

(2010) was introduced to run on the 15-day version of

the Met Office Global and Regional Ensemble Pre-

diction System (MOGREPS-15) (Bowler et al. 2009)

forecasts in 2006, and has since been implemented in

the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts Integrated Forecast System. The tracking

methodology is one of those being used in the In-

tercomparison of Mid Latitude Storm Diagnostics

(Neu et al. 2013). MOGREPS-15 was run as part of the

THORPEX Interactive Grand Global Ensemble

(TIGGE; Park et al. 2008) from 2006 to 2014, and has

now been superseded by the higher-resolution 7-day

MOGREPS-G ensemble. The Hewson and Titley (2010)

cyclone tracking system will be implemented in the 7-day

MOGREPS-G forecasts in 2015.

The feature tracking within these ensemble systems

provides a compelling visual representation of the pre-

diction uncertainty of ensemble forecasts (Swinbank

et al. 2015) and the forecast products from the feature

tracking have been used by Met Office operational

forecasters for several years. For example, Fig. 1 is a

sequence of ‘‘Dalmatian plots’’ from MOGREPS-15 at

increasing lead time but with identical validity times.

These forecasts correspond to a severe windstorm that

struck the United Kingdom on 28 October 2013 causing

severe disruption to transport and power supplies as well

as resulting in several deaths. The contours show the

mean sea level pressure from the control forecast and

the various colored dots show the locations of all ob-

jectively identified cyclonic features from all ensemble

members, colored according to the maximum wind

speed at 1 km above the surface within 300km of the

feature center. The increasing uncertainty with lead

time is apparent through the increasing scatter of the

cyclonic features. At T 1 0 h (Fig. 1a), the features are

densely clustered into almost totally overlapping groups.

As time progresses, the feature points become in-

creasingly scattered, but at T 1 72 h and T 1 120 h

(Figs. 1b,c) they are still in coherent and distinct groups

of similar features, meaning that although the exact lo-

cation and strength of the features becomes increasingly

uncertain, it is still possible to be confident that there

will be a severe weather system approaching the United

Kingdom. In light of the forecasts, the Met Office

issued a severe weather warning to the general public for

high winds over southern England 5 days in advance of

the storm. At T 1 168 h, the features are sufficiently

scattered that it is no longer possible to identify coherent

clusters of features of similar strength. For example, the

red and orange dots are mixed together with blue and

green dots. The large numbers of red and orange dots do

indicate a high likelihood that a strong cyclone will oc-

cur, but themixing with other colored dots indicates that

the uncertainty in its location is larger than the distance

separating it from adjacent cyclonic features. Despite

this, the effect of the larger-scale flow is still very clear

in, for example, the very low number of cyclonic features

in the vicinity of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge seen in the

control forecast mean sea level pressure.

In this paper, we present an assessment of the

changes in the climatological statistics of these fea-

tures tracked over forecast lead times and an assess-

ment of the skill in the probabilistic predictions

of them.

The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. In

section 2, we give a brief overview of the tracked data

used in this paper and MOGREPS-15. In section 3, the

statistical properties of the mesoscale features are

FIG. 1. ‘‘Dalmatian plots’’ showing (a) 0-, (b) 3-, (c) 5-, and (d) 7-day

MOGREPS-15 forecast valid at 0000 UTC 28 Oct 2013. Contours

show the mean sea level pressure from the control forecast. Colored

dots show locations of cyclonic feature centers from all forecast

members. Coloring indicates the max wind [knots (kt; where 1 kt5
0.51m s21)] within 300 km of feature center at 1 km ZAGL.
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examined. In section 4, the predictive skill of the me-

soscale features is assessed. A summary of our results

and conclusions is presented in section 5.

2. Tracked feature data

a. Tracking methodology

The data used in this paper consist of objectively iden-

tified and tracked cyclonic features from MOGREPS-15

forecasts. The data consist of twice-daily forecasts pro-

duced at 0000 and 1200 UTC, covering a period of more

than 6 yr from 1 December 2006 to 31 December 2012.

To aid in the understanding of what is to follow, in this

section we shall give a brief outline of the tracking

method used. See Hewson and Titley (2010) for a full

description of the objective feature identification and

tracking methodology.

The tracking algorithm aims to identify and track

developing cyclonic storms through their entire life cy-

cle from small kinks in fronts (labeled diminutive frontal

waves) through developed frontal waves to closed low

pressure centers (labeled barotropic lows). The algo-

rithm uses a hybrid of objective fronts, pressure minima,

and vorticity maxima to identify features and define

their locations. As in Hewson (1998), the fronts them-

selves are defined to coincide with sharp gradients in

wet-bulb potential temperature. Warm and cold fronts

are distinguished by the sign of the local geostrophic

advection of wet-bulb potential temperature, with warm

fronts defined for positive advection and cold fronts

defined for negative advection. Following the termi-

nology of Hewson and Titley (2010), the three classes of

cyclonic feature are defined using data at 1-km geo-

potential height above ground level (hereafter 1 km

ZAGL) as follows:

d a diminutive frontal wave is a maximum in the

alongfront component of geostrophic vorticity,
d a frontal wave is the intersection of a cold and warm

front at which the cross frontal geostrophic vorticity is

positive, and
d a barotropic low is defined as any other isolated

minimum in the 1000-hPa geopotential height.

The two classes of frontal wave are further subdivided

into weak and standard depending on the strength of the

frontal gradients, and warm and cold depending on the

classification of the front. This makes a total of eight

classes of frontal waves.

The tracking is performed on a 50-km-resolution

equal-area grid within a subdomain of the full model

domain, spanning the region of approximately 11.58–
85.58N, 117.28W–76.88E. The methodology uses a

contour intersection methodology so that the locations

of feature centers are not restricted to grid locations but

can vary continuously in space. The use of 1000-hPa

geopotential height to identify barotropic lows has some

disadvantages. One of these is that anomalously large

numbers of barotropic lows are identified over high to-

pography (particularly Greenland). The sensitivity of

the statistical properties of tracked cyclones in analysis

fields to the inclusion and exclusion of such orographic

features has been examined by Rudeva et al. (2014).

They found that bulk measures of cyclone behavior such

as mean minimum central pressure and maximum

deepening rate have only weak dependence on the in-

clusion or exclusion of orographic features. However, in

the study presented here we are interested in the pre-

diction of the location of mobile systems. For this rea-

son, we shall restrict our analysis of the statistics of

features to a North Atlantic control region. This control

region is defined to lie within 308–608N, 508–108W, and

covers a total area of ;107 km2.

Within this work, we shall not consider the distinction

between different classes of frontal waves. This choice is

motivated by the observation that tracked features fre-

quently switch between classes during their evolution

and therefore the same feature can be classified differ-

ently in different ensemble members. We will instead

use vorticity at the feature center 1 km ZAGL as a

means of quantifying feature strength. For reference,

Fig. 2 shows the pdf of 1 km ZAGL feature vorticity for

different feature classes calculated from the analysis

fields for the whole of the dataset.

FIG. 2. Gaussian kernel smoothing probability density estimate

of the relative vorticity at 1 km ZAGL of cyclonic features of dif-

ferent classes identified in analysis fields within the North Atlantic

control region. A kernel bandwidth of 1025 s21 was used to create

the distributions.
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b. MOGREPS-15

MOGREPS-15 consists of 23 perturbed members plus

one unperturbed control forecast, produced using the

global 33-km-resolution configuration of the Met Office

Unified Model. Control and perturbed forecasts are run

using the same model resolution and dynamics; however,

perturbed members are run with stochastic physics and

the control forecast without. The perturbed members are

initialized from the control analysis using additive per-

turbations derived from an ensemble transform Kalman

filter (ETKF; Wang and Bishop 2003). Because of the

pseudo-operational nature of the data, the period under

consideration spans 13 versions of MOGREPS-15. De-

tails of the differences between these 13 versions, as well

as descriptions of subsequent versions and the new

MOGREPS-7, are available online (http://www.ecmwf.

int/en/research/projects/tigge). Since our main interest is

the generic predictability properties of cyclonic features,

we shall not consider the different versions of the model

in detail here. However, one change of interest is that

starting in April 2012 the configuration of the ensemble

was changed so that one of the perturbed members

(member 23) was run directly from the control analysis

without initial condition perturbations. The effect of

stochastic parameterizations on the cyclonic features is

discussed in the appendix.

3. Systematic differences between features in
forecast and analysis fields

In this section, we shall highlight the evolution of the

climatological statistics of cyclonic features with in-

creasing lead time. We shall focus particularly on the

differences between the analysis, control, and perturbed

forecasts. Since the method of generation of member 23

changes part way through the dataset, we exclude it from

the analysis in this section so that only 22 perturbed

members are considered.

Figure 3 shows the mean areal density of features

versus lead time for the control and perturbed forecasts.

Figure 3a shows the density of frontal waves and Fig. 3b

shows the density of barotropic lows. The thick solid line

shows the control member, and the dashed solid line the

average over all perturbed forecast members. For ref-

erence, the thin solid line shows the same statistic

computed for the corresponding valid time of the ana-

lyses data. To give an illustration of how large differ-

ences between the control and perturbed forecasts

would be anticipated to be through sampling, the

yellow-shaded region illustrates the range of values of

the statistic obtained from perturbed forecasts by se-

lecting one perturbed member at random for each

analysis time. This is plotted at the 99th percentile of the

resampling distribution estimated from a sample of

10 000 realizations, but this is not intended to denote a

99th percentile confidence interval.

Several points can be made about the feature density.

First, the number density is a decreasing function of lead

time, with the mean density of all feature types below

that of the analysis fields by 24-h lead time. Second, the

expected number of features in perturbed forecasts is

systematically larger than that of the control forecasts at

all lead times. At the initial time, this must be attribut-

able to the initial condition perturbations added to the

perturbed members. At later lead times, this is a con-

sequence of the stochastic parameterizations, which are

applied to perturbed forecasts but not the control fore-

cast (see the appendix). The third point to be made is

that the rate at which the number of frontal waves

FIG. 3. The instantaneous mean number of (a) frontal waves and

(b) barotropic lows per unit area as a function of lead time, cal-

culated for the North Atlantic control region with the 6-yr dataset.

Shown is the control forecast fields (thick solid line), perturbed

forecast fields (dashed line), and concurrent analysis fields (thin

solid line). Yellow shading indicates the 99th percentile region for

resampling between perturbed ensemble members.
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decreases with increasing lead time is significantly faster

than that of barotropic lows.

For comparison, Fig. 4 shows the square root of the

area-averaged 850-hPa enstrophy (vorticity squared)

calculated for the North Atlantic region at different

forecast lead times. There is a clear decay in enstrophy

with increasing lead time (e-folding time of about 18 h),

which is the same for both control and perturbed fore-

casts, although there is an approximately constant offset

between the two. The exponential decay of enstrophy is

very suggestive of numerical diffusion but may also re-

late to a spindown of unbalanced features in the initial

conditions. At the initial time, the presence of the offset

in enstrophy between the control and perturbed mem-

bers must be attributable to the additive ETKF pertur-

bations since this is the only difference between the two.

After the first couple of days, however, we attribute the

offset primarily to the additional enstrophy supplied to

the perturbed members by stochastic parameterizations

(see the appendix), most likely the stochastic kinetic

energy backscatter scheme (Shutts 2005; Bowler et al.

2009). The 18-h e-folding time for enstrophy decay is

comparable to the e-folding time scale of the frontal-

wave feature number density (;17.5 h) shown in Fig. 3a.

The number densities of barotropic lows (Fig. 3b) have a

longer e-folding time scale ;24 h. This longer e-folding

time scale in mean feature density reflects the higher

vorticity of barotropic lows (Fig. 2); that is, there are

fewer weak features that rapidly decay with diffusion.

But it may also be interpreted as a reflection of the fact

that barotropic lows are defined from pressure minima

meaning that decay requires significant movement of

mass, whereas frontal waves are defined from the wind

or vorticity field at fronts and therefore have more rapid

evolution (Neu et al. 2013).

Figures 5a and 5b show the mean vorticity of frontal

waves and barotropic lows, respectively, as a function of

forecast lead time. Considering first Fig. 5b, there is

rapid decay in the mean vorticity of barotropic lows in

both the perturbed and control forecasts. The vorticity

saturates at ;90% of the value in the analysis for per-

turbed forecasts, with the control forecasts saturating

at a slightly lower (;89%) value. By contrast, the mean

vorticity of frontal waves in forecast fields increases.

Comparing the vorticity tendencies along the tracks of

features that are matched one to one between the con-

trol forecast and analysis, it is found that the average

vorticity of both classes of features in the control fore-

casts decrease with lead time relative to the analysis

field. At 24-h lead time, the vorticity of the frontal waves

in the control forecast fields is on average 3.33 1026 s21

lower than that of the corresponding frontal waves in the

FIG. 4. The area-averaged 850-hPa enstrophy as a function of

lead time, calculated for the North Atlantic control region from

18 3 18 wind fields using all forecasts starting in January, April,

July, and October between 2007 and 2012. Shown is the control

forecast fields (thick solid line) and perturbed forecast fields

(dashed line). Yellow shading indicates the 99th percentile region

for resampling between perturbed ensemble members.

FIG. 5. Themean vorticity of (a) frontal waves and (b) barotropic

lows at 1 km above the ground as a function lead time, calculated

for features within the North Atlantic control region. Shown is the

control forecast fields (thick solid line), perturbed forecast fields

(dashed line), and concurrent analysis fields (thin solid line).
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analysis fields. For barotropic lows, the vorticity is on

average 1.63 1025 s21 lower in the control forecast than

the analysis. This implies that the increase in the mean

vorticity of frontal waves in forecasts can be seen as an

effect of the change in frontal-wave population; that is,

the analysis fields contain a large number of weak fea-

tures that are not sustained in the forecast.

4. Forecast skill of features

a. Definition of predictand and skill

In this section, we shall examine the forecast skill of

the objectively identified features. We shall use the bi-

nary form (Wilks 2011) of the Brier skill score (BSS;

Brier 1950) of forecast strike probabilities as a measure

of skill and focus on how this varies with lead time,

spatial scale, and feature vorticity. The objectively

identified features in the analysis shall be used as the

verifying observations and the climatology of these as

the reference forecast. The skill in predicting the tracks

of individual cyclones has been investigated using a

different tracking method by Froude (2010) and will

not be covered here. The notion of a strike probability

(SP) originates in the tracking of tropical cyclones;

however, the usage here is slightly different. Whereas

for tropical cyclones strike probabilities are used to es-

timate the probability that a given tropical cyclone will

pass over a given location, in this work we shall use the

term to refer to the probability that at a given time a

cyclonic feature is found within a given radius (the strike

radius) of a given location. For a given latitude l and

longitude f location, strike radius r, vorticity threshold

j0, analysis time t, and lead time t, the strike probability

can be expressed as an average over forecast members,

indexed by i:

SP(l,f, r, j
0
, t, t)5

1

N1 1
�
N

i50

f (l,f, r, j
0
, x

i,t,t
) , (1)

where i5 0 would indicate the control forecast and N is

the total number of perturbed members. The indicator

function f (l, f, r, j0, x)5 1 if field x has at least one

feature with relative vorticity at 1 km ZAGL greater

than j0 within a distance r of the point (l, f), and

f (l, f, r, j0, x)5 0 otherwise. Note that this definition

does not include information from feature tracks and is,

therefore, only a function of the instantaneous feature

detection. To determine whether a feature lies within a

given distance of a particular location, we use the great-

circle distance between that location and the feature.

We shall use a climatological value of the strike

probability to serve as a reference forecast for evaluat-

ing skill. This is defined as the time mean value:

SP
clim

(l,f, r, j
0
)5

1

T
�
T

t51

f (l,f, r, j
0
, x

0,t,0
) . (2)

The Brier score (BS) is defined as

BS5E[(O2 SP)2] , (3)

where the outcome variable O5 f (l, f, r, j0, x0,t,0)

takes the value O 5 1 if a feature is observed in the

analysis and O 5 0 otherwise. The Brier skill score is

normalized by the Brier score associated with climatol-

ogy BSclim. Here, BSclim is the Brier score obtained if the

climatological value of the strike probability was always

issued in place of the forecast. The Brier skill score can

be written BSS5 12BS/BSclim. The Brier score can be

decomposed into three components: resolution (RES),

reliability (REL), and uncertainty (UNC), defined as the

discrete analogs of

RES5Ef[E(O j SP)2SP
clim

]2g , (4)

REL5Ef[SP2E(O j SP)]g2, and (5)

UNC5SP
clim

(12 SP
clim

) . (6)

The resolution term is a measure of the ability of the

forecast to identify situations in which the observed

relative frequency of the event differs from the clima-

tological average. The reliability measures the discrep-

ancy between forecast probabilities and the observed

relative frequency of the event. For a perfectly reliable

(perfectly calibrated) forecasting system, REL5 0. The

uncertainty is the variance of the outcome variable and

is equivalent to the Brier score obtained by simply is-

suing the climatological probability of the event. With

these definitions, the Brier skill score reduces to

BSS5
RES2REL

UNC
. (7)

In the results that follow, REL is an order of magnitude

or more smaller than RES. This is typical of modern

ensemble prediction systems (Jolliffe and Stephenson

2012) and means that BSS may be written

BSS’
RES

UNC
(8)

and RES is bounded from above by UNC.

The verification results are presented as area-

averaged BSS. The method of averaging used is

BSS5 12BS/BS
clim

, (9)

where the overbar denotes an area average. This

method of averaging was proposed by Hamill and Juras
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(2006) to avoid overestimation of forecast skill due to

differing climatologies at different locations. In prac-

tice the results were not found to be sensitive to the

choice of spatial averaging, and this form of averaging

was chosen primarily because it has the advantage that

the individual components of the Brier skill de-

composition can be replaced by their area-averaged

values. Therefore, Eqs. (7) and (8) hold for the area-

averaged Brier skill score, uncertainty, resolution, and

reliability: BSS, UNC, RES, and REL, respectively.We

tested the sensitivity of the calculated forecast skill to

seasonal variations in climatology by using separate

climatological strike probabilities for each calendar

month as a reference forecast. This produced similar

results to those obtained using the climatological strike

probability averaged over all months as a reference

forecast. Therefore, for simplicity we shall use the lat-

ter as a reference forecast.

Results showing the variation in skill with vorticity

threshold are presented using deciles of the vorticity

distribution so that the figure axes are linear with respect

to frequency. The deciles were calculated from the

analysis data within the North Atlantic region and are

the deciles of the distribution shown in Fig. 2. One

possibility with this definition of vorticity threshold

would be to calculate the strike probabilities using

deciles of the vorticity distribution at differing lead

times, so that some forecast recalibration would be in-

cluded in the results. The results presented do not in-

clude such a recalibration.

b. Verification of strike probabilities

In this section we shall consider how the Brier skill

score varies with lead time, strike radius, and vorticity

threshold. The results are calculated for forecasts pro-

duced every 12h between 1 December 2006 and 30 No-

vember 2012. This time range spans the change in the

generation method of member 23; however, the results

were found not to be sensitive to the inclusion or ex-

clusion of these dates. Some forecasts had one or more

individual forecast members, or verifying analyses,

missing from the tracked dataset and these forecast

dates have been excluded from the calculations. The

forecasts with missing data were distributed randomly

in time.

Figure 6 shows the Brier skill score (color shading)

as a function of vorticity threshold and strike radius,

for lead times of 1, 3, and 5 days. The white and dark

blue contours show the resolution and uncertainty,

respectively. These were all calculated as the average

of the values calculated at single locations. For sim-

plicity we used sample locations on a regular 2.58 grid.
Figures produced for individual locations are

qualitatively similar but have some quantitative

differences.

The skill is significantly less than 1.0 at 1-day lead

time, with a maximum value of 0.65. The magnitude of

the forecast skill lies somewhere between the values

expected for small-scale predictands, such as rainfall,

and large-scale predictands such as large-scale flow

regimes. For example, Hamill (2012) find 1-day fore-

casts of 18-resolution 24-h accumulated rainfall greater

than 1mm to be;0.4, whereas Frame et al. (2011) find

the skill in predicting movements of the North Atlantic

jet to be;1.0 at 1-day lead times. The strike probability

depends on multiple scales of motion and can be as-

sociated with position uncertainties in the centers of

large and perhaps fairly predictable features such as

cyclones, and the existence uncertainty in smaller and

perhaps inherently unpredictable features such as small

kinks on frontal surfaces. The strike probability does

FIG. 6. Color shading showing BSSs for (a) 1-, (b) 3-, and

(c) 5-day forecasts, plotted as a function of strike radius and vor-

ticity threshold, and aggregated over multiple spatial locations.

Shown is the resolution component (white contours) and the un-

certainty component (blue contours) of the BS decomposition.
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not distinguish between these two paradigms with all

features being reduced to a single point in space by

identifying turning points in the forecast fields. It may

therefore be considered both a synoptic- and mesoscale

predictand.

The variation in skill with strike radius can be inter-

preted as follows. At small radii, the skill will be low

since the locations of the features are uncertain. For

sufficiently large radii, the forecast strike probability will

saturate at the climatological value and therefore pro-

vides no new information beyond climatology. The

scales for which BSS is maximized provide an estimator

of the transition point between these two paradigms.

The Brier score is strongly linked to the information

content of the forecasts (Weijs et al. 2010), so these

scales may also be interpreted as those that contain the

most forecast information. Figure 6 suggests that the

strike radius at which skill is maximized is an increasing

function of lead time. This can be seen clearly in Fig. 7,

which shows the area-averaged BSS as a function of

strike radius at different lead times for forecasts of

features with vorticity above the seventh decile. The

strike radius at which maximum skill occurs (shown by

the dashed line) increases almost linearly at a rate of

43 km day21 (estimated from a linear fit) from about

650 km at 12-h lead time to about 950 km at 7-day lead

time. Similar figures for different vorticity thresholds

between the first and ninth deciles have very similar

results, with the rate of increase in strike radius of

maximum skill in the range 38–43 kmday21. When no

threshold is applied, the strike radius of maximum skill

increases more rapidly with lead time at 50 kmday21.

We attribute this difference to the loss of weak features

with increasing lead time noted in section 3 essentially

leading to a bias in the forecast strike probability rela-

tive to the analysis. As can be seen in Fig. 6, for a given

lead time, the strike radius at which maximum skill oc-

curs is an increasing function of the vorticity threshold,

so that the skill is maximized at smaller radius when

lower vorticity thresholds are used. This may be due to

the fact that there are larger numbers of small features,

so that climatology becomes quite difficult to beat once

the radius becomes large.

The fact that maximum skill occurs at such large radii

even at very short lead time (e.g., 650-km scale at 12 h)

may seem surprising considering that Froude (2010)

finds mean position errors of one geodetic degree

(;111 km) at day 1 and eight geodetic degrees

(;888 km) at day 7; however, it must be remembered

that the tracking in Froude (2010) was performed

using a different methodology and much coarser–

resolution data (T42, ;2.88) than that used in the

present paper, meaning that it focused on large

synoptic-scale cyclones. More significantly the analysis

performed by Froude (2010) was heavily conditioned

on the verifying analysis; for example, all feature tracks

that were unmatched to analysis tracks or had position

error greater than four geodetic degrees before day 4

were removed. So while Froude (2010) provides useful

information about the development of forecast errors

in situations that are relatively well forecast, the use of

verifying analysis to filter the forecast data would make

it an overly optimistic assessment of the predictive

capability of models. It is also worth noting that having

maximum skill at 650 km does not imply that forecasts

are not skillful for smaller radii; for example, Fig. 7

indicates there is still a small amount of skill for 300-km

radii out to 7 days.

A more subtle feature of Fig. 6 is the way in which the

relative skill at different r and j0 changes with increasing

lead time. For a given strike radius, the vorticity

threshold at which maximum skill occurs decreases with

increasing lead time, moving from the extremes to lower

values; see, for example, r 5 600km. To see this more

clearly, Fig. 8 shows the BSS versus lead time for a strike

radius of 600 km and a varying vorticity threshold. It can

be seen that for the first two days, the skill is a purely

increasing function of the vorticity threshold. However,

after the second day the skill of the ninth decile vorticity

threshold strike probability forecast dips below that of

the eighth decile. This feature may be related to the

model drift in the vorticity of features with increasing

lead time, with very high vorticity values being

FIG. 7. BSS vs radius for strike probability forecasts of features

with vorticity greater than the seventh decile. Each solid line shows

a different lead time, with lighter shading indicating longer lead

time. Plotted data have a resolution of 100 km. The dashed line

indicates the radius at which the max skill occurs. The location of

the max was obtained by cubic-spline fitting to the plotted data.
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underrepresented by the forecast model relative to the

analysis. Whether this should be viewed as a systematic

underestimation of the vorticity of predicted features

that could be corrected by recalibration or a failure to

predict those features altogether is an open question.

The shapes of the BSS curves shown in Fig. 8 are

typical of those calculated for all strike radii and vor-

ticity thresholds, with the Brier skill decaying as a qua-

dratic function of lead time. The lead time at which BSS

reaches zero can be interpreted as the practical limit of

the predictability of cyclonic features for forecasts pro-

duced by MOGREPS-15. This may of course be longer

for other forecast models or increased ensemble sizes.

Figure 9 shows the lead time at which the BSS reaches

zero for different strike radii and vorticity thresholds.

The longest lead time for which Brier skill remains

above zero is 14 days for features with vorticity above

the ninth vorticity decile and strike radius ;950–

1000km. The skill at these scales and intensities at

such long lead times is likely due to constraints the

larger, more predictable, scales place on the location

and propagation of cyclones, as was illustrated in Fig. 1d.

It may also be associated with the longer lifetime asso-

ciated with strong cyclones.

Figures 10 and 11 (color shading) show the radius at

which maximum skill occurs and the density of features

with vorticity above the seventh decile at different

geographic locations calculated from the analysis fields.

For reference, the black contours in Fig. 10 show the

corresponding maximum BSS. We show the radius at

which skill is maximized as opposed to the radius at

which skill meets a particular threshold since this pro-

vides an upper bound on the skill. For strike radii larger

or smaller than this, the skill will be lower. There is a

clear, if imperfect, inverse proportionality between cy-

clone density and the radius at which skill is maximized,

which becomes stronger as lead time increases. We at-

tribute the existence of this proportionality to the

strength of the constraint the large-scale flow has on the

evolution of cyclones. For example, the high density of

cyclones in the northwestern region of Fig. 11 is associ-

ated with the jet stream, with a region of particularly

high density near the tip of Greenland. This second

feature is likely due to lee cyclogenesis at the tip of

Greenland. Similar density maxima are seen in studies

such as that of Hoskins and Hodges (2002). The jet re-

gion provides both the baroclinicity needed for cyclone

development and the strong steering that constrains the

cyclone’s trajectory to remain within it. We attribute the

high skill at relative small radius to the strong steering by

the large-scale and hence more predictable flow. This

region is also associated with larger cyclones, which have

longer lifetimes (Rudeva and Gulev 2007) and may

therefore be more predictable. In contrast, the south-

eastern half of the domain has greatest skill at much

larger radius. We attribute this to the lack of strong

steering from the large-scale flow, and to the pre-

dominance of secondary cyclones or frontal waves in this

area of the domain. Figures 6–9 show area-averaged

quantities, so they will be either over- or underestimates

for many specific locations. Regions where the

FIG. 9. The lead time (days) at which the BSS of strike proba-

bility forecasts reaches zero as a function of strike radius and

vorticity threshold.

FIG. 8. BSS vs lead time for a strike radius of 600 km. The dif-

ferent lines correspond to different vorticity thresholds. Solid lines

shows the zeroth to eighth deciles, with lighter shading indicating

a higher threshold. Dashed line shows the ninth decile.
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maximum skill is low are expected to reach the zero skill

limit of predictability sooner. For example, the maxi-

mum skill is noticeably lower in the northwestern region

of Fig. 10c so that we expect skill in this region to reach

zero at shorter lead times.

5. Summary and conclusions

This paper has summarized the statistical properties

and forecast skill of objectively tracked cyclonic features

in MOGREPS-15. It has been shown that there is a

noticeable reduction in the areal density of features in

the forecast relative to the analysis, which saturates at

about 7 days lead time for barotropic lows and 5 days for

frontal waves. The perturbed forecasts saturate at a

slightly higher feature density than do those of the

control, which is attributable to the presence of sto-

chastic parameterization in the perturbed forecast. This

stochastic effect may simply be that the increased vor-

ticity in the stochastically forced forecast members puts

larger numbers of features over thresholds built into the

objective identification algorithm, or it may be a more

subtle (and perhaps more physical) effect.

The forecast skill of strike probabilities has been

assessed. It is found that the maximum skill is largely

uniform in the Atlantic to the east of Greenland; how-

ever, the strike radius at which this occurs is much

smaller along the region associated with the North At-

lantic storm track, indicating that it is easier to forecast

the locations of cyclones in this region. Furthermore, it is

found that for a given vorticity threshold as lead time

increases, the radius at which forecast skill is maximized

increases linearly with time. The longest lead time at

which the skill of strike probability forecasts remains

greater than zero is found to be ;14 days but only for

cyclonic features with vorticity greater than the ninth

decile of the vorticity distribution and for strike radii

;1000km. When all features are accounted for, the

Brier skill score falls to zero within 9 days on average,

for any strike radius.
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FIG. 11. Areal number density of features (1027 km22) with

vorticity above the seventh decile, estimated using 300-km-radius

flat circular kernel.

FIG. 10. Color shading with the radius (km) at which the max

BSS of a forecast of features with vorticity above the seventh decile

occurs. Values are calculated on a 2.58 3 2.58 grid and smoothed for

plotting using a 2 3 2 gridpoint–averaging kernel. Black contours

show the corresponding values of BSS.
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APPENDIX

Impact of Stochastic Parameterizations

Starting in April 2012MOGREPS-15 was constructed

from one unperturbed control member without sto-

chastic parameterizations, 22 perturbed members with

stochastic parameterizations, and one unperturbed

member with stochastic parameterizations. This config-

uration provides a convenient means of determining

whether stochastic parameterization is the cause of dif-

ferences in the statistics of cyclonic features between the

control and perturbed members described in section 3.

Figure A1 shows the evolution of the mean areal density

of features over the forecast lead time for the subset of

data in which MOGREPS-15 has been configured with

an unperturbed stochastic member. The lines and

shading are as in Fig. 3, with the addition of the red line,

which shows values for the unperturbed stochastic

member. There is clear evidence that while the control

member is distinct from the perturbed members the

unperturbed stochastic member is not. This is more ev-

ident when considering the area-averaged enstrophy

shown in Fig. A2. The enstrophy of the control members

remains distinct from that of the perturbed members

throughout the forecast, whereas the enstrophy of the

members with stochastic parameterizations but without

initial condition perturbations converges rapidly toward

the enstrophy of the perturbed members. Within 2 days

it is closer in terms of enstrophy to the perturbed

members than the control, and by 5 days, at the latest, it

is indistinguishable from the perturbed members.
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